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vating during her study. One

directed her toward foreign service
by suggesting that she take the

State Department examination.
The Ambassador said that she had
only recently come to realize the

importance of those professors as
instructors and role models.
Commenting on liberal arts education, Coon said she believed that
nuch information learned in col
lege becomes outdated quickly.
However, she ' reinforced the im
portance of certain skills learned in
a liberal arts environment:
writing that is key if you cant
; write, forget it "J
Coon holds a unique position as a
female representative to a predominantly Islamic country: She was
the first woman to represent the
U.S. in an Islamic country when
she was assigned to Pakistan prior
to her service in Bangladesh.
Her success as a representative
in Pakistan dispelled the fear that
a woman could not function effectively in Islamic countries. Her
service in Pakistan was succeeded
by the ambassadorial nomination
by President Reagan.
Coon feels that she has been
accepted by the Asian .men she
n
works with. Because she is a
representative, she Is not
placed in the same category as
women native to Bangladesh.
"First and foremost, I am the

"v'

i
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to Tfe wo-gYc,".
woman ambassador." Discretion is
necessary however. I could show
you a whole closet full of
dresses ... and
I don't go around in shorts," she
admitted Jokingly.
Bangladesh is an extremely poor,
densely populated country. Development in the country, stated Coon,
would, be "virtually impossible
without foreign aid." Eighty-fiv- e
percent of Bangladesh's foreign aid
comes from the U.S Japan, the
Asian DevelWorld Bank, and the
' ''
'';.,-- . opment Fund.
Coon described three programs
to which the most money and effort
:.
is being directed; 1) Direct food relief r $150 million
per year is spent on food relief
primarily wheat and rice.
2) Agriculture: local food produc- '
Continued on Page 4
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Copeland

bcr honorary degree.

choice.
Schilling

seems to have confidence that the college's enrollment
freshman: class will
of
be equivalent to those of previous
years. He reasons that he has a
next-year'-

h

BY PAUL MILLEB
President Copeland's address at
the first convocation of the 1983-- 4
academic year of the College of
Wooster incorporated a novel approach to examining the state of
the College. Rather than discussing
"abstractions" and "formal systems" President Copeland focused
on the raw experience and unrefined tales of life: on the anthropological rather than the historical
approach.
.. Copeland
asserted that truth
could not be encompassed by theories and systems. "Truth is like a
Lizard," and while systems grasp
the tail of the Lizard of truth, the
Lizard moves on and grows a new
tail. Theories and systems analyze
the data of the past, but they
necessarily impose upon it, shaping, but also altering it And the
present continually advances in
time, providing new experiences
more quickly than they can be
incorporated into theories and systems.
Abstractions, Copeland contin
ued, assist us in processing and
understanding aspects of our experience, but also blunt our apprehension of the varied and rich data of
life as we live it
The President went on to provide
examples of the raw experience,
the gossip, aha the tales of the
College in order to point out and
emphasize the "mutual consciousness of the campus." His examples
ranged from accounts of humorous
pranks to extraordinary talents.
The convocation ended with one
last event which climaxed the account of tales with happy ending
the conference of the honorary
degree of Doctor of Laws upon the
U.S. Ambassador to Bangladesh,
-
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'first rate staff' which

the statistic demonstrating that

will accom-

plish its goals. Three faculty cooronly 423 high school seniors were dinators and approximately 35 fac'"-- "
enrolled.'"--- .'ulty members are helping to
Schilling stated that The College improve enrollment and there are
of .Wooster is well known among approximately 00. Alumni reprethe professional and graduate sentatives. , Representatives from
schools, but not among high school the admissions staff plan to visit
guidance counselors. "We didn't about 500 high schools in a
try hard enough to make ourselves area.
Also, other departments such as
known," explained Schilling. Population decrease and the continual athletics and music are going to
rise of college expenses were possi- increase their recruiting policies,
bly two other contributing factors Saturday will be the first visitation
to the lower enrollment according day for prospective students; the
to - Schilling. Three changes of second visitation day win be on
coaches were made from last year; homecoming weekend.
-.-
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previous years due to several factors. "We are certainly a distinguished liberal arts college." explained Dr. Hayden Schilling, the
new Director of Admissions. "Just
some of our competition did better
than we."
Normally 551 new students are
enrolled of which 520 are freshmen:
however, this year only 489 were
enrolled of which 482 are freshmen.
Within the freshman class, nine
were enrolled as early admission
students, attending college directly
after completing their Junior year
in high school; 12 students transferred and must complete their
freshman year. There are IB freshmen who are participating in special programs. For example, some
students are spending a ' year
abroad through Wooster programs.
The only statistic that deviated
significantly from previous years is

.

r

high-necke- d,

for-eig-

American ambassador, not the

l

This issue marks the beginning of the centenary volume of the
Voice. Although there has been some controversy over the actual
date the paper was founded, we have decided to recognise November
12. US as our birthday. On this day, the University Voice circulated
throughout the campus for the first time. Six years later the paper
. merged with The Collegian, another student publication, and changed

V-

as a result there was probably less'
recruiting done. The two factors
that Schilling considered the most
significant in explaining the decreased enrollment were the demographics and the rolling admissions
process.
Rolling admissions, in Schilling's
opinion, allows the students to apply to Wooster early so that they
can assure themselves that they
will be going to a good college;
however, they then apply to other
good colleges and consider Wooster, in Schilling's words, "their
good second choice." He feels that
The College, of Wooster has "too
good a reputation" to be considered
Just a "good second choice." and
expressed bis desire to attract students to Wooster as their first

BY PATRICIA BAUERLE
Eiii ailment in this year's freshman class shows a decrease from

lege of Wooster and U.S. Ambassa
dor to Bangladesh, re turned to the
College on August 30 to receive the
honorary degree. Doctor of Laws
Coon graduated Phi Beta Kappa In
1851 and Is presently one of four
female ambassadors representing
the U.S. abroad. Ambassador Coon
formally received the honorary de-gree at the opening convocation of
the College's 1883-- 4 academic year.
Coon completed a history politi- -l
eai science double major while at
of Wooster. She recalled two professors
both feas being particularly moti
male

JaaeCme at tb confer, nee

Cteo

Freshman Class
Enrollment Declines

BY PAUL MILLER

Jane Coon, graduate of the

Uts

If

Ambassador
Receives
Honorary Degree

the-Colle-
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JSA Supports Refusenik
By AMY LANGER

"Rufesenik" is the term applied
to any Soviet citizen who has been
denied an exit visa by the authorities, and frequently the refuseniks
are Jews. These people are denied
exit visas for a variety of reasons,
"security" being among the most
popular.
In the fall of 1882. at the WASHINGTON 1 Conference, delegates
voted to urge Jewish student organizations to take action in aiding
refuseniks to obtain their visas.
This action involves writing letters
to the refusnik and U.S. and Soviet
authorities. Accordingly, the Jewish Students Association at Wooster
refuhas "adopted" a
senik named Mikhail (Misha) Pres-ti18-year-- old

n.

Misha is the son of activists
Vladimir and Elena Prestin. Vladimir Prestin worked in "dosed"

security installations until

1868,

then he was employed at the
was forced to
resign in 1870. In September 1870
the Prestin family applied for exit
visas. In February 1871 the request
was denied on security grounds and
was promised for April 1872. Since
that time there have been repeated
refusals, all for security reasons.
At the start of the' unofficial
Geo-PhysicaLInstitute-

December

1871

and

Jewish Cultural

of which he was an
initiator, Vladimir waa. arrested..
Symposium

On December 23, 1871 the Prestin
home was searched and in January. 1977. his wife. Elena, waa
placed under house arrest Vladimir has also been involved in other
activist movements, including editing the Samizdat cultural Journal
"Tarbut" and arranging seminars
on Jewish subjects. Vladimir was
arrested in March 1871. when he
and other activists were sentenced
to 15 days imprisonment so they
could not interfere with the 24th
Congress of the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union, and again in
May 1872 when President Nixon
made his historic visit to Moscow.
He was also imprisoned for alleged
hooliganism on a separate occasion. In addition, he was arrested
in March 1877 with Professor Fain
for attempting to deliver a "White
Paper" to the cultural symposium
of the United States Embassy.
The Prestin family is subjected
to regular and habitual KGB
Their apartment is routinely searched, papers and manuscripts are confiscated and their
telephone has been disconnected.
Ironically, the Prestins are not
they
citizens of the Soviet state
hold Israeli citizenship papers.
Emigration from the Soviet Union is at a virtual standstill. In 1982
fewer than 2.600 Jews were permit-Continued ea Page 2
har-rassm-

ent
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Opinion

Wooster And
The Real'World

3

It has always been curious to me why people so often believe that
a gap exists between the "typical" collegiate life and what happens
in the "real" world. Certainly collegiate life is a unique social
phenomena with its list of legendary components such as beer parties
and road trips. But does that mean that life at Wooster is any less
"real" than working for Procter Gamble?
I usually get an urge to walk away when someone asks, u What
are you going to do when you get in the real world?" I have never
been under the impression that I was living in some type of fantasy
land. I don't think anyone is going to mistake College Avenue for
Wall Street, but that doesn't mean it's the yellow brick road either.
It seems to me that the word "real" in such questions and
discussions seems to stand for some dreaded areas of life pertaining
to working for a living and responsibility. On the other hand, college
students are supposed to live in a vacuum with nearly unlimited
lifestyle. More than
freedom, little commitment and a country-clu- b
this, what time is spent in the classroom is supposedly wasted on
useless ideological theories that fade away and die in the practical,
"real" world. I accept that my slight worldly experience may leave
my views about life after college a bit naive, but the campus
environment can provide a variety of unique experiences that the
I
k
,
.... k
"real" world can't even touch.
College
Henry
CopeUnd
President
of
The
gallantly
cooped ice cream t the hot sua last Friday with professors for the Lowry
For example, college life often necessitates cooperation with
people any normal human being would not even acknowledge. There Center lee Cream Social. Photograph by Frans Jaatien. ... ...
is little attempt at promoting a good working atmosphere, as is often
done in the "real" world. Instead, we throw 100 individuals into a one
building complex and expect them to coexist. Most students can tell
stories of "druggies" next door, the clown with a crew-cu-t
across the
ball, the unbearable music upstairs, or the roommate who wears his
The Bread and Justice House is received quite a few questions and benefit to become concerned with
collar turned op as if he has something to hide on his neck.
located
in Myers House at the comments about the 'Soup and hunger and other global issues now
But perhaps I am being too cynical, because we are also blessed
College tad Pine ve- Bread' program. Many asked, before the situation becomes worse.
corner
of
with the opportunity to build some of our most important and lasting
There are other projects that
nues.
tree to drop by any- "Why can't we just give you the 65
Feel
human relationships. The point is, we all deal with the same
Myers House will be working on
we
reason
time.'
The
is
cents?"
need
that
element: the human variable. Academically it comes in a different
at last 350 people in order to be this year. One is the annual CHOP
form than at IBM, but the essence is the same. Instead of a
One quarter of the world's popu able to open Kittredge for the walk. Walkers from the campus
dictatorial boss one is faced with intellectually arrogant professors.
lation is hungry at this moment program. Every person counts! and the community get people to
Instead of lazy employees one is faced with decadent students. The
That's over one billion people. As Other people say, "I don't like to go sponsor them for each mile of the
deadlines can be endless and bureaucracy often prevails in either
college students and citizens of one hungry." Neither does the rest of walk. The walk will be held in late
situation. Most students have sat through classes that would prepare
of the wealthiest countries in the the world! There is not one person spring. .The money raised is for-- :
ooefor theboredcaxxany.corporatecpnforace.--)jiu- j
jam.e- - ... world, .our fir .reaction is, toignore on the College':ofj Wooster campus 1 warded to CROP, an organization
,43
my
.
But
cynicism
Certainly
people
can
most
surfacing .aln.,
.
.the situation, y,If it doesn't affect wfio tnows Ue ' FJuettearfng1 of 3 similar lo Oxfam. A. new project
provide an anecdote about students who majugM W eacapeclle
me, it's not 'my problem!" At the pbrsftaT TrangeilJecause c we ' are ! thiA year wCIbe the sponsoring of a
without ever waking up before noon or without reading more than
Bread and Justice House we have provided with meals seven days a child in an underdeveloped country
every tenth page. But there are those who go. through life in their
steps to confront this issue of week, three times a day. One of the through an organization such as
taken
own little country club in any situation. l am under the impression
world
hunger and other issues con- main purposes of Soup and Bread' CARE. Be looking for fundraisers
that it is Just as possible to escape from reality in the "real" world
cerned with social justice in the is to create an awareness on cam- later in the year to support this
as it is on campus. Maybe it will take until one's senior year when
today.
pus of the hunger that is prevalent project We win be hosting discusthe Director of Financial Aid begins to calculate the monthly' world
sions on global issues, setting up a
One of the house's most visible in the world.
payments for one's student loan. Actually, it doesn't get any more
programs - is 'Soup and Bread.
' Tom Hetriek
One of the most frequent and resource center in the house and
real than right here.
'Soup and Bread' is held at
baffling responses that we received even showing a movie or two. Every
on Tuesday evenings. The was. Tm just not interested." Saturday evening we have a meal
meal served is a simple one con- Granted, "Soup and Bread' is not together. If you are interested in
sisting of soup, bread and peanut the only program concerned with joining us or even helping out with
butter. The money saved by eating world problems and one cannot be the meaL get in touch with a house
simply is about 65 cents per person concerned with all of the world's member or call the house at ext.
Edttor-ia-CbJeach meaL The money is then sent problems. However, if you are not 2732 the week before. The entire
to group called Oxfam America. interested because you Just dont campus community is invited to
Tom Hetriek
Paul Miller
Oxfam is involved in the support of care about the billion starving peo- participate in any or au ox ou?
p
work projects in underde- ple in the world, then something is program, auur jutu ... wui oe
veloped areas in Africa, Asia and wrong. Population growth in under- appearing weekly in the "Voice"
Latin America. The idea is to help developed nations is exploding. The and wfll deal with a wide variety of
Production Editor
Andrew Goldman
people help themselves. Last year amount of people who will be un- topics centered on social and global
over 8,000 dollars was raised from employed and starving by the year concerns. We join Mrs. Betty SchuU
the College of Wooster campus.
Managing Editor
2000 is going to be staggering. In as she said in her Tuesday convoca
Sarah Simmons
During sign-u- p
last week, we terms of world security, it is to our tion. "I. for one. am hungry for
such discussion. How about you?"
,
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Social Change:
By Chris Luse
The convocation delivered Tues-

day, Sept. City Psychologist Betty
Shun brought a vivid insight into
the forces of social change that
have reshaped Wooster from a
perspective that embraced both the
nation and Its revaluations and the
final reflections of these changes in
the personal values of Wooster
students.
Betty Shun, who has' been at
Wooster since 1955, mainly with
Hygeia as a counselor and clinical
psychologist, examined these shifts
of social values through her own
unique experiences with Wooster
students and a book by Daniel
Yankelovich, a psychologist at
NYU, New Rules. As the speaker
quotes, the main thrust of the work

Shull Looks At Voice Editorials
is that "since USD, beginning in the
nation's campuses and then spread
ing throughout the United States,
we have been undergoing a genuine
cultural revolution."
The change ean best be explained
as a change from an "Ethic of
to an "Ethic of
Instead of being content
with rewards of material goods and
success,' a new search for intangibles commenced. The great break
from the past was due to our
growth in economy and technology.
A vast majority of the population
could then indulge in
This led to a weakening of
social value, the glue which "holds
society together and keeps it from
degenerating into a chaos of competing Interests" as Yankelovich
Self-Denia-

Self-Fulfillmen-

self-fulfillme-

t."

nt.

l"

says. An "Ethic of Commitment" is
needed to bring back a sense of
community both in the nation, and
as later is shown. In Wooster.
Betty Shun uses, for her journey
into Woosters past, the medium of
the Voice, of which she comments--"would never argue - that the
Voice ,1s wholly representative of
student opinion, but it does give $R
picture of what was going on, and7
more importantly, a flavor and a
spirit of the times."
Aided by the
voice of Woosters past (represent
ed by Sue Liggett, Sara Lake, Jeff J
Rider and Steve Price), a picture
of Wooster in the 1950's takes
-

I
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not-so-disembo- died

J

Continued on Page 4
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Digest

BY JOHN MIANO

Compiled by Chris Luse
rUAimv) The Soviet Union id
hittted Satmrdav that a South Kore
an let had entered Soviet air soace.
but did not respond to U.S. charges
that a Boisun jet snot aown ue
aircraft, killing, all 289 aboard.
knrftuilnff Si Americana. President
Ilea ran weiffhed the ODtionJ for
Retaliation against the Soviet Union
tnr the "h4nrai art." In the U.N..
the U.S. accused the Soviet Union

"n.lmlatwl mnrdsr " Liter re-porta came from the USSR that a

ln

Ruaalan flffhter nilot had attempted
to make contact with the airliner
by dipping his wings and flashing
his lights as well as attempting

radio contact, before firing warning
shots. The official news agency
Tass said that the outline of the
ninnn reaemhled the American re
5
and
connaissance plane
charged that tne Korean je. was on
an intelligence mission.
RS-13-

;

(Jerusalem) Prime Minister Begin has announced to his supporters
that he is definitely going to step
down as Israel's leader in the next
several days. Begin has failed to
name a successor and his Herat
party is attempting to choose a
successor. Foreign Minister Shamir
and Deputy Premier Levy are the
main candidates. The ruling Likud
bloc met to attempt to form a new
government, but elections are seen
as necessary In the near future.
(Warsaw) Polish police clashed,
with over 10,000 Solidarity support-ers in two cities in demonstrations
marking the third anniversary of
the outlawed labor union. Lech
Walesa and 2,000 others were allowed to demonstrate in Gdansk.
The protestors in Nova Huta and
Warsaw were the first major demonstrators since the lifting of martial law.
(Beirut) A partial withdrawal of
Israeli troops from Beirut towards
Southern Lebanon commenced over
the weekend, and speculation on a
'

-

from
met with silence
Lebanon was
' A
i
11
u-i-

-il

last In

Lebanon, at least 4 French soldiers
were aluea as DOU American uu

French troops were attacked. Secretary of State Shults maintained
that the U.S. will attempt to keep
talks going to end the conflict
Shultl further stated that no plans
to alter the Marine contingent are
being considered.

(Manila) The funeral procession
the murdered
opposition leader, drew up to 2
million people. In a clash with
police near the presidential palace
one protester was killed and 18
were wounded. Roman Catholic
Cardinal Jaime Sin called for a
restoration of the "freedoms the
people have lost."
; (Chad) Heavy fighting waa reported in Eastern Chad as 3,000
Libyan-backe- d
insurgents attacked
a government outpost. In Paris., a
spokesman for the rebels charged
of Benigno Aquino,
.

that French warplanes had-- attacked rebel positions, an accusation the French Defense Ministry
denies. The Ministry reported that
sole-French aircraft were used
L
the
Wfi
,V
vaA
nn.i l..nn.
iraniiiiiiiiiivp

.Mil uwi w
wiu
(which
arrived
had
forces
French
to the former French colony on
Aug. 1), had been involved.
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M. Fried
In order to understand the rea marine missiles. It is difficult to By Ian M-Z
The
in MX missile stands
sons why the decision to produce I communicate with submarines, and
experimental
not a
for
missile
miswas
their
the PEACEKEEPER missile
submarines must launch
made one must understand 1) why siles individually, while a missile very reassuring title. In order to
we have a strategic nuclear force base can launch all of its missiles elicit support for the MX, President
Reagan changed its name to PEA
and 2) why land based missiles are simultaneously.
part of that force. Since discussion The most important reason for CEKEEPER. What is PEACEat this school of the erst question using land based missiles is that KEEPER? It is a missile which
usually involves more emotion than they are potentially the most se- can travel thousands of miles and
reason, understanding of that point cure form of a strategic deterrent still hit its target within a 300 foot
is presupposed.
Submarines are now almost invul- radius. Each PEACEKEEPER
Our strategic nuclear rorces are nerable to attack. However, as contains between 10 and 12 miscomposed of bombers, submarine
weapons Improve siles, each many times more pow
based missiles, and land based submarines may become less se erful than the ones dropped on
missiles. Each of those three types cure. On the other hand, as ballistic Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Ronald
of systems has a particular role. missile defenses improve, so will Reagan says that we need PEACE
Bombers are the most accurate the security of land based missiles. KEEPER even though there is no
and flexible of the three. A B- -l
We must then, maintain a deter- i definitive plan for its deployment
d
misean be expected to deliver a war- rent that is secure now and will ii it is a vulnerable
e
sile and is mainly a
head to within 20 feet of the aiming remain so in .the future.
i
point Bombers can be used in The most important improve- i weapon.
A
many more situations than missiles ment in the PEACEKEEPER over i
since they can be recalled, and previous American missiles is that
they can also be used for bombard- it is encased in a supportive canisment with chemical explosives.
ter. This: allows the PEACEKEEThe main weakness of a manned PER to be easily deployed in many
bomber is that it. takes several possible types of launching sites.
hours to reach its targets. This For example, the canister will enaslowness also makes it vulnerable ble the PEACEKEEPER to be
to enemy air defenses. A 2 placed in the old TITAN silos
flying at 500 miles an hour is no without extensive reconstruction.
match for a MIG-2- 5 flying at 1600
There has been much talk in the
miles an hour.
npwi
about how the PEACEKEE
of
advantage
The one significant
using a submarine as a launch PER will be deployed in the future.
platform over using a land based The fact that sucn a aecision must
the
silo is security. Once located, the be made is an illustration of misi
position of a silo is always known. missile's usefulness. Previous
in the past many different plans
could only be deployed in for the deployment of the MX
It can then be targeted and poten- siles
of missile have been offered, none of
tially destroyed. It is believed at silos, so there was no choice
could go. The i which have turned out to be practi--i
the present time that an enemy where the missilecan
be placed in caL President Carter offered- two
PEACEKEEPER
could not track our submarines.
cars, on fairly, interesting plans. One was
on
railroad
ships,
on
silos,
system
does
- Aland based missile
in "race track'' Shelters," namedBlg T31rd.rThe Idea was to
have many. Advantages eve? a sub airplanes,
rigs.
on tractor-trailhave each missile based in a plane
marine based system . that wnen orTKa
PWAfTRirKirPER is needed ii which would fly in the air 24 hours a
considered collectively, justify the
for day, seven days a week. The major
existence of land based systems in immediately aa a replacement
longer
no
are
that
' problems with this plan were the
missiles
older
forces.
strategic
nuclear
our
The fact that the PEACE i cost and practicality. Carter's oth--i
The first major reason is cost
Missile submarines cost over a KEEPER can be deployed in so er plan. The "Shell Game," not
mat only was costly, but would only
billion dollars each excluding mis many different ways snows
siles. In addition, submarines can this missile is flexible enough to ' serve to increase the arms race.
only spend about half of their time serve in the face of changing situa J The idea of the "shell game" was
to have .'our times as many silos as
at their launeh stations. This tions.
means one has to buy two missiles By the end of this year the first there were -- missiles. The Soviets,
will would just build as many missiles
to launch one. Each missile subma five PEACEKEEPER missiles
Twenty-seve-n
l as we had silos, thus defeating its
completed.
been
have
crewmen
200
over
requires
rine
more will be built during the i purpose. President Reagan has not
that have to be fed and paid. Ships
require expensive periodic, mainte- next year. These PEACEKEEPER done much better, though. His ma-- J
nance while. mJasJssti.Uiaos missiles, wil be, the jQrst land based jor plan, "Dense Pack," was not
missiles In; over. a. decade to be only unpractical, but unproven. The
dO nOt n
.... .!
nl
Land based missiles" are much deployed by the United States. i plan was to put 100 MX missiles so
more accurate than submarine They will serve temporarily as i close together that incoming mis--'
siles would peventeach other from
launched missiles. The launching replacements for the TITAN misposition of a missile from a silo is siles which are being dismantled as reaching and destroying its target
known exactly, while a submarine swiftly as possible.
i A few weeks after the plan was
The TITAN missiles which are announced, top Pentagon officials
has to rely on an internal naviga
tion system which cannot be 100 being destroyed have all seen 20 ' admitted that it was a hastily
nercent accurate. Missile silo sites years of service. These missiles organized plan that did not have
are surveyed to measure the gravi- were not designed to function for any real scientific backing.
The major problem with the detational and magnetic fields so that two decades, as the explosion of
they may be taken into account one three years ago demonstrated. ployment of the MX is that it is a
d
missile. As
The first 40 PEACEKEEPERS vulnerable,
when aiming the missile. These
fields change as a submarine cruis- will be deployed in MINUTE MAN far back as 1881 both the Pentagon
es so the submarine cannot take silos. This means that the immedi- and Casper Weinberger, Secretary
advantage of such surveys.
ate role-- , of the PEACEKEEPER of Defense, admitted to this probas reported in r.S. New$
Land based missiles are much will be to take the place, of, 84 lem
more easily coordinated than sub MINUTE MAN and TITAN missiles. and World Report of Oct 12. 1881.
anti-submari- ne
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Case Heads CPPS Staff

Refusenitt

Continued from Page 1
of CPPS ted to leave the country. Appliea
director this summer from Alison tion for an exit visa is treated aa a
Planning and Placement Service Schmidt who had been hired for a crime against the government For
(CPPS) office this year and they) one year period at the beginning oi college students the situation is
aay that they are ready to go. They the 1882-8- 3
academic year. He disastrous; application is sufficient
seem all set to get to work with the brings to the job an enthusiasm and grounds for expulsion from college.
readiness that aeems to have Since he is not gainfully employed.
students here at Wooster.
The new director is Jim Case. He caught with the rest of the staff.
the student is usually conscripted
Hia two administrative interna into the army, rendering him ineliis a 1871 graduate of John Hopkins
University in Baltimore. Md. In are both 1883 graduates of The! gible for emigration for aeven
1877 he took a Master of Education
years. Two of those years are spent
Continued on Page 4
from the same institution. Mr. Case
in the service ttaeuwnue ne must
BY DON SANDFORD
There is a new staff In the Career

took over the position

frbe official judgment: "The more
shelters or holes we build, the more
Soviet missiles will be built They
can build missiles as fast as we can
build shelters, at about the same
cost to both countries."
Casper Weinberger "explored a
range of other possible baaing sys--l
terns. But none onerea a practical.
means of insuring the survivability
of the MX missile in the near
future. Weinberger in the end recommended that the MX be killed
altogether."
The missiles which are being
produced this year most likely
would be nlaced in old Minutemanl
missile silos. Yet the reason that
they are being replaced is that they
have become too vulnerable. The
Pentagon has yet to prove that the
MX would be any less vulnerable in
the same silos.
in public, the major reason that
President Reagan states for a
missile system is that the
U.S. must keep up its "Nuclear
Triad." The triad theory works on
the basis that we have three areas
of missile attack: 1 )
2)
and 3) air
launched. The idea being that if one
leg of the triad is inactivated, the
other two legs will keep up our
defense. The problem with that
theory is that if there is a leg of the
triad which will be inactivated, it
d
will be the
leg of the
triad. This is because the Soviets
automatically have missiles point
ed at the missile silos. These silos
wm be the first targets if the
Soviets attack the United States. As
Senator John Tower
stated, "We're creating Just so
many more sitting ducks for the
Russians to shoot at" It is my
opinion that we concentrate our
defense efforts towards the less
d
vulnerable
and
systems. Not only are these systems less vulnerable, but it forces
the Soviets to put more of its attack
m these two areas and away from
the cities in the United States.
Because of this vulnerability, the
d
missiles are actually a
e
weapon. In other words.
they will be used only if the United
States plans to be the first nation to
attack another nation during a
nuclear exchange. Ronald Reagan
states, though, that the United
States will not be the one to start a
nuclear war. This is a contradiction
to his plans to further develop a
d
missile system.
In private, then, why does Bee
gan want to plan the development
of a
missile system?
The reason is that he wants a
bargaining chip for the anna talks
land-base-

land-launch-

d

ed

sea-launch- ed

land-base-

(R-Texa-

air-bas- ed

s)

sea-base-

land-base-

first-strik-

land-base-

land-base- d

in Geneva, Switzerland.

He wants

the Soviets have already responded
to this by announcing the produc-- l
turn of their own new missile. So, in
the end, all that President Reagan
has accomplished is the further
escalation of the arms race.
wait the additional five because he
may have acquired "military secrets.
The Jewish Students Association
will be actively trying to apply
pressure to obtain exit visas for
Misha and his family. We will be
writing to Soviet authorities and
United States congressmen in the
hopes that American pressure will
force the Soviet government to
grant visas to the Prestuu. If yon
would like more information or
would like to help, please contact
Mark Hersberg at box 1838.

Pat
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CPPS
Continued from Page

A
The new electronic information
center located in Lowry is provided
to your campus in conjunction with
the Bruner Broadcasting Company
of Texas. The BBC of Texas is a
"new" company located in Grand
Prairie, Texas.
The BBC of Texas provides two
broadcasts per day to the information center, the first by 7 a.m., the
second around noon. They brod-cathe current news, sports, campus information and national advertising via telephone lines from
their computers in Texas. It is
approximately an eight minute
brodcast that continually recycles.
The BBC of Texas develops its
st

news from the UPI Satellite System
located in its offices. Constant news
updates are available because of
the outstanding news system. This
system will allow for the most
comprehensive news and sports
headline system in this media.
The board is provided to the
college free of charge. All the costs
for telephone lines, electronic lines,
and installation were paid by the
BBC. The college runs 700 characters of its own information over the
board daily. The campus informa-

tion is provided to the BBC of Texas
through Hal Closson and Pam Allison in the Director's office at the
back of Lowry.

S

College of Wooster. Jenny Chandler
is also serving as the Director of
Stevenson Hall and AI Clark is the
Director of Bissman HalL The sec
retary is Shelley Cochran.
Mr. Case and his staff have
instituted a few policy changes this
year, the most significant being
that a student no longer needs to
have a resume on file to do an
re
interview with an
cruiter. Now a student need only
fill out a student information form
The forms are available in the
office, located in the basement of
Lowry Center. Anyone interested in
thinking about their career should
stop by the office and get to know
the staff.
on-camp-

us

Bangladesh
Con tinned from Page 1

Shull Speaks... and,
Continued from Page 2

shape. The college in the 50'j

seemed to emphasize a faith in
traditions and a respect for society,
The genuinely amusing aspects ol
campus life during this period,
such as Freshman beanies. Sadie
Hawkins Dances and
sings merely illustrate the real
differences that Betty Shull point
out between then and now. "It was
an era of compulsory lots of things:
compulsory class attendance, compulsory church attendance, compulsory chapel. There was a steady
pressure to liberalize the rules, ol
course, but everyone seemed to
agree that some rules are necesall-camp-

us

sary."

The students approached the

question of a greater part in the
decision making aspects of Wooster
life with respectfulness and a faith
in their abilities to make a contribution. Betty Shull points out the
minor ripples of McCarthyism and
the Korean war in the status quo,
but except for a few voices. She
questioned the uniformity of the
Wooster community and the exact
role one owes to society saying,
"Wooster and America of the 1950's
a revolution
was another world

tion is being encouraged to de
crease the large food deficit and
one student wrote to the Voice, lessen the amount of imported food.
"Galpin has had to admit that rules
3) Population; family planning
and concepts formed in the late centers have been introduced, and
19th century might need reappraisa wide variety of contraceptives
al for the Space Age." By 1965. provided to lower the 2.5 percent
Betty Shull concludes, the combina- annual increase
in population.
tion of disillusionment over VietCoon expressed some anxiety
nam, President Kennedy's death over the cultural aspect of modernand the difficulties encountered by ization. Positive results, in her
the Civil Bights movements had opinion, should include an in
soured many on conforming to an creased standard of living, elimina
played by tion of the dowry system, as well as
"Ethic of
society's rules. However, this didn't improved
status for women in gen
immediately hit the campus until eral. Coon did not specifically
A
growing tension between name any negative effects that she
later.
students and administration mani- felt would result from
modernlza-- J
fested itself in strident denuncia- tion, but added, "You never know
disappearauthority
a
tions of
and
where
.. a country is going to end
ance of many of Wooster's rules
and traditions. Betty Shull saw
three strands in Wooster students:
those who worked for change, those
who rejected the values of American society and sought alternatives, and those who turned inward
to seek their own needs. In a note
of renewed hope, Betty Shull believes she sees in Wooster a new
emergence of an "Ethic of Commitment" and she concludes, "Perhaps it is time for us to talk with
warm-up- s
each other again about who we are
as a college and who we want to
be." The image of Wooster as being
a microcosm of the nation and
perhaps the world brings the questions raised of community and self
Self-Denia-

l"

Dean of Admissions
Appointed
BY DON SANDFOED
'The admissions office has gone
through a turnover in leadership.
since we left school in June. The
turnover started in May, with the

resignation of Dr. Samuel Barnett
the Dean of Admissions. At that

point in time, Byron Morris. Director of Admissions, took up the slack
until replacement could be found.
On August 1st. Dr. Hayden Schilling took over the position as Interim Dean of Admissions.
Dr. Schilling is a professor of
history here at Wooster. as well as
head coach of the Men's Varsity
Tennis Team. He has been active
on the Faculty Admissions Committee and at one point served as

committee chairperson. He has
worked with the admissions office
on several "Look at Wooster" days
and has had many admissions

lated experiences, including

re-

called the past year "an aberra
tion" as far as admissions wai
concerned. By May 1st, there wen
only 299 freshman coming in. Witt
a projected class of 520 freshmenJ
it was obvious that the office was iiv
trouble.
The staff was able to pull togeth
er and work professionally all sunn
long so that by the time fall!
mer
11 ac iresn- ruuea
mere were .jm.
uwioa, AW
men in the class. Dr; Schilling
offered a few reasons for the deH
cline in enrollment. One of the
primary reasons he cites is demo
graphics. There are now fewer col-- J
1

lege age men and women in the
country today than there have been
In the past few years and hence,
the pool of potential students is
smaller. There was also a turnover
in the P.E.C.. resulting in two new
coaches being hired. The unfor-tunt- e
backlash of this was that

three major sports were not recruited for in the 1982-8- 3 year.
Dr. Schilling also feels that the
college is not as visible as it should
be. He sees Wooster as "a distinguished liberal arts college that has
always gone out of it's way to hide
it's excellence." Schlling does not
want Wooster to- - be thought of
merely as a good second choice. In
his own words, "I want to be
somebody's tough first choice."
He predicts that by next year we
will be back up to the 500 range as
far as new students go and he
anyone the opportunity to
it"The new Dean also addressed the offers
check with him in the spring to see
issue of declining enrollment He if he is right
re-

cruiting players for the Men's Tennis Team.
Dr. Schilling was rather vague
concerning his predecessor's resignation. He said that there had been
"a discrepancy in philosophy."
Schilling thinks that Barnett "perhaps felt he no longer ... could go
any further under the circumstances." Schilling went on to say
that it had been "a reasonably
amicable separation of responsibilities. Dr. Barnett tendered his resignation and Dr. Harward accepted

Popular prices on leotards, ttchts,
and other danco apparel and
lingerie.

away!"
In the early 1960's, students began to find a stronger voice in into a relevant
challenging the paternalistic rules change.

Lowry 0118, Wednesdays, 12 Noon
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COME & JOIN US!
WESTMINSTER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

"The congrega tion in re 8id ence serving
the campus & the world. "
--
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WORSHIP

McGaw Chapel, Sundays, 10:30 A.M.

New and Exciting Danceware Shoppe

Conveniently Located Within
Walking Distance of the College
We Carry a Complete Line of Dancewear
Right Down to the Shoes
117 W. NORTH ST.

WOOSTER. OHIO
22-459- 8
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J
trembling notes will definitely ascend
the sky next Friday (September 16) as SAB
brings "Alexander's Feast" to the College of
Wooster. Alexander's Feast is a day-lon- g
affair ) which originated in the attempt to
offer a medley of musical diversity.
by the SAB's concert and performcommittees,
ing arts
the Feast plays host to
blues,
and rock 'n' roll
reggae, rhythm and
bands. All of the bands are Cleveland-baseand have well established follow! ngs in the
area. The bands are Splrit:l, Blues Inc., and
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In addition to the mlteld ttieTe wlfffeS ffeV
Pepsi available to everyone, a patio feast
served by Howard Raber's famous food servand memento painter caps
ice from 4:30-6:3for sale. Alexander's Feast promises to be a
relaxing yet entertaining event, so come
enjoy. It will be held outside Lowry Center
(northside), but In the event of rain the
alternative site will be In the auxiliary gym in
the PEC.
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Inside The Guide ...

Jackson Browne's
New Album

The Week
In Review

Ohio Craftsmen

Exhibit
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By DREW VANDECREEX
On "Lawyers In Love." his seventh album, Jackson Browne takes
a step away from the lush, full
sound of his previous works. The
pedal steel guitars are replaced by
synthesizers, which, with traditional rock chops, form the backbone of
a spare new sound.

mark. Featuring some intriguing
word use, powerful imagery, and
subtle synthesizers, "Tender Is The
Night" shows off Browne's new
sound at its best "Knock On Any
Door" follows and never asserts
any strengths, either musically or
lyrically, exposing Browne's new
sound at its blandest.
Although the elegance of In "Say It Isn't True" Browne
feelings of
Browne's songwriting remains lyri- vents his
paranoia and litters a sinuous
cally and rhythmically, the
d
rumipunch of "Running On Emp- rhythm line with
ty" is lacking in the instrumentals. nations on modern life. "Say It
Taking the entire album in perspec- Isn't True" is the LP's most ambitive, it appears that Jackson tious number, but is a failure at
Browne is attempting to keep up capturing the fear of modern life.
The album ends with Browne
with changing musical trends. Indeed, the album's first lines state:
"I can't keep up with what's been
going on."
For the past decade Jackson
Browne has stood squarely in the
midst of the musical territory
known vaguely as the Southern
anti-nuclea- r

full-bodi-

ed

half-bake-

California sound. Defined by loping

d
tempos, a contrified,
mix and a casual vocal style,
the Southern California sound
moved rock's mainstream toward a
more relaxed vein.
In recent years however, the rock
mainstream has moved toward
synthesizers and dance music, the
antithesis of Browne's style. By
stripping down his sound, Jackson
Browne is making an attempt to
stay with the times.
The songs themselves on "Lawyers In Love" are not the best
Browne has ever written. They are
missing his usual grasp of his own
feelings. In the past, Jackson
Browne could have been criticized
for feeling sorry for himself. Blow
by blow analyses of bis own psyche
made for an occasional maudlin
moment, but created many more
visceral, stunning moments which
are among the best of the seventies.
On "Lawyers In Love" Browne
never settles into a groove; the title
track vaguely attacks corporate
America with a
sly
grin. Only an unsinkable melody
and vocal performance lift the song
to a level of enjoyable listening.
"On The Way," "Cut It Away,"
and "Downtown" close out side
one, none being particularly provocative, though each is a competent and lis tenable song.
acoustic-dominate-

half-heart- ed

assuming a

"For

A

party-roc- k

stance on

Rocker," a lukewarm

dance song which strays into inane
ends in an attempt to recreate the
sound of basic rock and roll. Where
Billy Joel's "Tell Her About If
stays within its bounds and
achieves a genuine Motown sound,
"For A Rocker" mixes Sixties shuffle riffs with synthesizer fills to
sound utterly confused.
On "Lawyers In Love" Jackson
Browne makes a major stylistic
move from a style of an assured,
confident artist to a style of "dance
music" and synthesizers. One
would have thought Jackson
Browne would be the last to become a crowd! ollower.with his solid
reputation in rock circles; but on
"Lawyers In Love" he steps in line
with the Stray Cats and the Human
League and comes out sounding
uncomfortable with these strange
bedfellows. The result is an enjoyable, if undistinguished album which
lacks the depth and vision required
to achieve the high standards set
by Jackson Browne.
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Apogee Review

"-

By J.D. COX m
This week's obscure album Is
Apogee, a melodic masterpiece by

the Pete ChristliebWame Marsh
Quintet. Produced by Donald Fa
gen and Walter Becker, the nucleus
of Steely Dan, the disc consists of a
swinging, inventive jazz that will
appeal to most music enthusiasts,
including the
listener.
This attraction to diverse groups Is
y
found in its
approach
common to much modern music,
overlaid with the smooth, mellow
ing warmth of traditional jazz.-- '
Pete and Warne are both tenor
sax artists with prominent individual careers. Pete is better known for
his work with the "Tonight Show'
band and on songs like Steely Dan's
Deacon Blues. However, his favorite form of expression is playing
with small live bands.
His preference becomes apparent
when comparing the two impromp
tu jam songs I'm Old Fashioned!
and Donna Lee to the rest of the
album. Fortunately, Warner Broth
ers was able to tie him to
recording studio long enuogh to
make this, his first album under a
major labeL HI playing is discernible from Marsh's by his straight
forward, swinging style, that, like a
Marserati, covers ground at an
incredible speed, seemingly without
effort.
Pete not only keeps the music
moving ahead, but provides a foun
dation for Warne Marsh's incredi
ble licks that fill out the scenery in
tne sound.
Marsh has a wonderful sense of
rhythm and beat, obvious in the
track. Magna-tiswhere he plays
counterpoint to Pete's line and beat
with what this reviewer calls dis
cordant synchronization. This is
Marsh's firt album in years, but
the new things he does with sax on
it make up for time lost and are
reasons in themselves for buying
pop-orient- ed

high-energ-

m

Apogee.
The rhythm section, consisting of
pianist Lou Levy, bassist Jim Hu
gart, and drummer Nick Ceroli, Is
appropriately ambient, yet com
plex enough to fill the spaces left
by Marsh and Christlieb. Their

sound is a traditional jazz-jarhythm which is carried into their
solos to keep the sax in the spot
light However, Levy is given some
- leeway in the jam
I m Old Fasb
' ioned, and cuts loose to show us
. some impressive impromptu.
to the listener, this is a first- class work, a wonderful doorway
into the world of jazz for the
uninitiated, and a welcome addition
to the collection for the enthusiast
From the precise production by
Fagen and Becker to an excellent
hiss-fre- e
mixing job without any
"dead spots" in the range, Apoged
u anotner step toward perfection in
the musical world.
m
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Ohio Craftsmen

Excel In
Exhibit
Art critiques: Franz Jantzen

Jackson Browne Tries To Keep Up
Side Two opens with "Tender Is
The Night," the LP's high water

,

TOm album It available at Rood
fcKord Tkkctron, 211 S. Hark
St. wooftcr. Ohio USi iH-Ul- i.

THE OHIO DESIGNER '
CRAFTSMEN EXHIBIT:
THE FRICX MUSEUM
The most stimulating work being
exhibited on campus at this time is
in the Ohio Designer Craftsmen
Exhibit, which can be found
through October 2 on the upper
floor of the Prick Museum west of
the library. A fine assembly of
pottery, weaving and woodc rafting
has been assembled there, drawing
on the work of craftsmen and
women from the northeast region
of Ohio. In general, this collage
discharges a metaphorical whimsi-nes- s
that is refreshing and plainly
happy.
The majority of the work is done
by the ever-clevand creative
potter. Details such as the absurdly
small handles on Tom Turner's
bloated "Covered Jar" and the
precise, ambiguously tiny uniform
black picks in the large, rich brown
scales on Lin Valuer's "Reptilian"
made the show a feast of perfect
details. Walter Zurko, a teacher of
ceramics at this college, is back
pieces
with two of his f unked-ou- t
from his series of teapots, which
look more like tall boats for mice.
They have decks and lower levels
and pitched roofs and fun, earthy
colors. Of course, they aren't really
teapots, the spouts being more
symbolic than anything; they could
possibly be where the mouse-sailohang the rigging.
Practical work, such as Luke and
Rolland Lietzke's tea set increase
the diversity. The cups are small,
simple and unadorned, while the
graceful flask moves with a vertical design that is part Eskimo,
er

--

rs

part bamboo.

An innovative and purely creative approach to the worded message as a visual composition is
Margaret Fischer's affirmation of
Christian reverence that is at first
glance an ambiguous design. It is
not the letters, but the absence
of letters that creates the design,
for what is usually considered the
negative space around letters has
become the complete design, giving
the effect both of a stained glass
window and a mosaic basin. The
spaces are divided . into thincut
porcelain, glased in reds and rich
maroons and whites and oranges
and coppers.
What seemed to me to best symbolize the concept of "craft" was
the woodwork of W. Richard Goehr
ing. His two pieces, a dresser and a
chair, exude the Shaker simplicity
that the painter and photographer
Charles Sheeler loved so much.
Less Is More becomes Truth when
feeling the smooth softness' of the
yellow wood, tamed into a perfection that says absolutely nothing
except "chair." His dresser Is no
less refined, and details like the
way a drawer win close smoothly
and softly with less than one milli
meter of space on any edge, and
the sheer starkneu of sanded, on
finished whitewood meeting at perfect angles to form a corner, can
ultimatel;' do more for the soul than
any description in the
printed word of the Truth of
the
Craft
two-dimensio-

three-dimension-

al

nal

DONALD PATTERSON:
LOWRY CENTER :
Mr. Patterson's greatest strength
is his mature ability to use color in
as unexpected way that Is delight-fu- L
He has a refinement of "impressionist" color patterns that Is
clean-cpleasing to look
and

at

ut

refreshing. In the realistic scenes
that he paints, he strives not for
ultra-rea- l
tones, such as in the
work of the photographic-preclsion-i- st
painter Richard Estes. but for
an almost surreal adaptation of
colors that are not Immediately
visible or recognizee as part of the
scene, but which complement each
other so as to create new colors,
which enhance the mood of the
scene. "At the Park" carries this
off remarkably, a very light depiction of a guitarist and two other
anonymous city people relaxing beneath a large tree. We see the thick
trunk, a marvelous interweaving of
colors one would not expect to be
"tree colors," but we feel the shade
In the cool blues and greens (which
.

are Patterson's favorite eolors)
that permeate the painting.
What is distressing is that Patter-

son does not seem to have a grasp
of his own talents. While his color
Is almost impeccible (alas, the sky
in "Wild Horses" is too, too bine),
it is often wasted on scenes that
have poor composition and 00 focus
whatsoever, such as "Don't Walk'
Any signifand. "Fair At
icance that Mr. Patterson saw in
Mid-Day- ."

these scenes is obscured by countless other details, all laid down in
an equally precise, and serious
manner. I had no idea whether the
street sign in the lower left hand
corner of "Capital Art"' was in
some way significant to the vision
that Patterson saw, or whether it
was simply clutter, not siphoned
out to enhance the sense of really
being there.
There is no doubt that Patterson
drew this series of paintings directly from photographs, either of
scenes that are significant to him,
or from photographs that in themselves had significance that he felt
should be elaborated upon. This
presents a multitude
of problems, expanded by the weakness of
his composition. During the seventechnique
ties, this
became so
that it is
possibly by now accepted as a
painter's technique without any
consideration of justification. Because the photograph can have
Independent strengths as a piece of
art itself. I find this assumption
slightly disturbing.
I don't believe that Patterson
fully knows the strength of the
photograph, and has no command,
other than amateur, over the complex medium. Thus, he may feel
the statement In a number of diverse people walking down a street
on the fairgrounds, close In distance yet enjoying the activity separately. He probably felt tht using
a 200 millimeter lens on his camera
would Increase the feeling of apartness, which m a sense It does, but
only In a painfull novice manner.
Undoubtedly the concept of "a particular second suspended in time,"
which is purely photographic, appeals to Patterson, but he Is woefully Ignorant of ever other aspect of
the medium.
While Patterson's knowledge of
photography Is limited, and thus
pulls the power of bis work down. I
feel that he has a potential that
would be dramatically unleashed If
he would sen his camera and buy
more sketchbooks.
photo-paintin- g
over-publiciz-

.
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BY Elisabeth Koreman
Wooster's PR people are fond of
referring to the school as "a place
apart" If my friends at the U of M
and Kalamasoo are a fan gauge we
do too much studying. And if prisstan
sister's glowing reports of endless
entertainment at Notre Dame are
reliable, we live in a cloister. Thus we
are separated academically and socially from other universities without
ever considering the geography of our
situation.
The New Yorker ran a cartoon my
freshman year which captured my
static perception of Wooster. The
100th anniversary of Darwin's cartoon showed a man drowning in
death by looking at the continuing his own .sweat crawling through a
debate about human origins, and desert, lost and desperate, only to
by examining' the impact of that find a blank map above him on a
T.w. Tl l w. nu Aden smd" Km
debate on our understanding of billboard with only the mark "X" and
DepartHave NavelaT Michael Starr.
ourselves and our world. We will the words "you are here" on it
mem cc History,
As a freshman I knew how that
M OI til
7mm Orlrimm. The im have the opportunity to witness two
pact of Darwinism on popular culture in actual debates
our own man felt, I still do. I have felt as if I
with
first
the United States and England in late student debaters, and later in the were surrounded by a desert, trapped
19th century and early ran centuries.
month,' a debate between a promi- not by sand dunes and the blinding
How Darwinism - affected religions
thought, ideas about the sexes, popular nent creationist and a university sun, but by the rolling hills of Ohio
scientific thought, and the rules by professor of astronomy. And we and blind provincialism. That narrow
which people lived. Lean Lecture Room. win have the chance to hear about attitude was the ultimate provinciali
7:30 p.nu
The series concludes with a closer lookl at one of the most controversial and interesting theories of
human evolution, when Donald

Where did I come from? a pressing question at age 5 or or 7. But
human beings have been consider
ing this question well beyond the
normal age-- of curiosity about the
birds and the bees. Darwin's theory
VOICE
" r-.
of evolution turned the Victorian
ATX ESJUSBS:
Be sure to stop and tee the world upside down, and createdphi-a
talents of Dean Drahos end Lydla revolution not only in religion,
losophy and scientific thinking, but
to the Art Museum,
in popular culture, manners, and
morals, as well. To borrow from
Yankelorlch and Betty Shun: it
created new rules.
This fall we commemorate the

WEDNESDAY- -

featuring
Serin Weeks and the macJdators
vs. Chris Lose and Phoenix.

Audition dates are Saturday.
10 (1:30 and 7:00) and Monday (4:00). Sign up for an audition
date outside the SpeechTheatre
office. The Theatre Department
welcomes an interested students.
For further information call the

Sept

reinter-pretatlo-

Hi

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

Elusion, directed ,
FILM: The Grand
ootr. - French, 183T, with
by Jea
sngush subtitles, voted one or tae u
best films t all time at Brussels in 1957.
1

Three French prisoners escape from
German hands during World War L
Magnificent characterisations of both
the French and German characters,
portrayed by Jean Gabin and Erich von
Strobeim among others.
I made this
film because I am a pacifist ... The day
will come when men of good faith will
Ond a common meeting ground." Renoir
achieved international fame with this
aim. Mateer Auditorium. 7:99 p.m.
--

self-impresa-

X-wi-ng

to

direct

SEPTEMBER II .

9, 1883

Faculty Recital:
Dale lloore, baritone, and Daniel
Winter, piano, will be performing
in Mickey Hall at T:30. Four
groups of songs wHI be included in
the performance. The. first group
contains songs written by Franz
Schubert with lyrics from poems by
various authors. Henri D up arc, a
19th century French composer,
wrote the songs of the second
group. The third set is comprised of
songs from Hugo wolfs Toe Spta
ish Songboox. Closing the concert
win be a set of five British concert
songs by various composers, in
eluding Kingdom by the Sea and It
summertime on sreaoa trom Tot
Shropshire Lad by A.E. Houaman.

1883

ALEXANDER'S
FEAST
EOT ENTREES
BBQ Chicken W
BBQ Ribs

HOT VEGETABLES

Baked Beans
Baked Potatoes
Whole Kernel Corn
SALADS
Cole Slaw

SpeechTheatre office at Ext

f

or contact Mimi Richmond.
p v

2541

Potato Salad
Mac. Salad

by Annette Jefferson, chairperson
of the Theatre Department It is
preferred, but not required that
auditioners prepare (memorise and
monologue from
block) a
a contemporary play. ;

'

Cube Onion

4 Tom

Salad

B2SACS
Corn Bread
Muffins"

--

Ifuffins

'

.

The College's "family" Barber.
262-316-

The film. "Oh God, to be shown
in If ateer this evening will begin at
7 and not 7: SO as is printed in the
Fall Calendar.

Brownies
-

;

"

--

--

IceCream Sundaes
BEVERAGES
Lemonade, UEk, Ice Tea. MCk

.

6

Rick, Rita, Marty, Dave
418 N.

Market

Tickets Available
For Streetcar
Tickets are now on sale for A
Streetcar Named Desire, which
plays Sept 29, 30 and Oct 1 at 8:15.

t

.

This classic by Tennessee Williams
explores the conflict between idealism based on the jaded memories
of a decadent Southern gentility
and a kind of naturalism that is
rooted in primltivism and naked
passions. Streetcar is the story of.
Blanche DuBois unmasking by her
Stanley Ko-earthy brother-in-la'
:V-.:.
walakL
The show, which opened the
Stage Right Rep. Company 1U3
summer season under the direction
ot Annette Jefferson, win be performed in the intimate Shoolroy
Theatre. As a special offering, the
Theatre Department invites freshmen to the final dress rehearsal
(Sept 28) or the Opening (Thurs.,
Sept 29). free of charge.
As tickets axe on a first come,
first serve basis, these tickets must
be reserved through the Box Office
(Honrs: Mon.-Fr- L
For further information, can 224L
-

Fresh Fruit Tray

ute

Styling and Haircuts
for Men and Women

Wo'ro still horo and so aro our

Lui7

,

12-2:0-0,

PtrOcseG

Now Albums In This Wool
Mlchaol Sfanloy Stray Cats

":

Fancy Relish Trays

,

3-min-

'

-- ,'

w

--

-

The Department of Theatre announces AUDITIONS for The Sea
Gull by Anton Chekhov. The Parents Weekend show will be directed

20's.

FRIDAY

ed

Auditions

Jo-hans- on,

author of Lucy, describes
his discovery of homonid remains
n
which have forced a major
of the early stages of
human evolution.
The series opened last Thursday
noon, with a talk by Canadian
philosopher Michael Ruse, who outlined the origins and the history of
the Darwinian revolution. It continues next Tuesday evening at 7:30
p.m. in Lean Lecture Room, when
Michael Starr, Professor of History
at Hiram College, discusses the
influence of Darwin on popular
culture. Did Adam and Eve have
navels? is the question, and the
20th
point is, how haa the 19th
century answer to that question
(where did I come from?) affected
the way we live now.
the role played by the College in
the creationlsm controveries of the

CdDege Bowl KxtithtUnn

.

I

had been blinded by the
attitude that true art, culture and excitement could be found in
the world's megapoUes, anywhere but
Ohio. I was wrong, not only is there
life in Wooster, but escape is possible.
The Voice is Introducing a new
section. The Guide, which wffl hopefully aid in both survival in, and
escape from, Wooster. The Guide wEl
contain the standard art and culture
reviews as well as calendars compiling area and campus events. Professor Susan. Figge wm be a major
contributor to the Wooster calendar,
with comments and explanations of
upcoming events. Also included in
The Guide win be special articles
such as guides to Wooster's history,
picnicking, apple picking, and Cleveland's Flats, museums and dance
haDs. The paper win calendar campus and area fairs, concerts and
exhibits, so that once you have
begged, borrowed or stolen your escape vehicle, whether it is a ten speed
fighter, your route to
or an
art, culture and ENTERTAINMENT

ty.
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SGA

Paus For New Year

BY PHIL UNDERCUT FLER
The Student Government Asso-

ciation is planning an attempt to
increase the student activities fee
this year, according to SGA president Jenny Dean.
The SGA plans to ask students in
a campus-wid- e
referendum early
next fall if they are willing to have
an additional 10 to 25 dollars added
to their student activities fee. Dean
said.
"The motion has to pass by at
least a 50.1 percent majority of the
entire student body," said Dean.
President Copeland? however, is
not sure that collecting the money
would be that easy. "There are
some aspects of this that need to be
explored further. I'm certain a
simple referendum won't be
enough."
Copeland is concerned with the
legal basis for collecting the increased fee, as the Board of Trustees has already established the unit
comprehensive fee for this year.
"If a student pointed that out, what
right would we have to enforce the
payment?"
The student activities fee is incorporated into every student's
comprehensive unit fee, which will
amount to f 9,630th is year.
Camous Council currently receives $45 per student or approximately $72,000 each year. If the
referendum passes. Campus Council will have between $16,500 and
$49,500 additional income to distribute among the 15 presently chartered campus groups.
This year. Campus Council was
petitioned by these 15 groups for
sums totaling almost $120,0000. Currently, Campus Council distributes
what funds it does have, leaving
. the groups to come up with the
remainder.
' When asked what she thought of
that amount and what it could

G.trannt

Canct
oar J

11
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By JENNY DEAN
"S.G.A.? What's that ?" Those
must have been some of my first
words when I came to Wooster as a
prospective student and saw the
bulletin board full of "S.G.A. meeting ...," "W.R.C. will have ...,"
"...sign
"B.S.A. is sponsoring
up in the S.A.B. office."
I am now in my fourth year and
am president of the Student Government Association, (S.G.A.). I've
picked up on which set of initials
goes with which group and cause.
As president I would like to
Introduce the S.G.A. cabinet and
some of its functions.
The Vice President is Dave Riley. A senior history major pursuing education certification, Dave
hails from Rochester, New York.
Dave, a second year B.A., also sits
on the Educational Policy Committee, chain the Educational Affairs
Committee, appoints student representatives to faculty committees
and is a member of Campus Coun-

Over

300

201

Varieties
.

jCit.rlf

W..ilr,, Oku
216-264-HOS-

O

cil.

Dave is the person to see if you
have questions about faculty committees, and what students can do
concerning tenure, curriculum, and
calendar decisions.
Our "office manager" and secretary is Heather BrowneU. She is
also a senior, R.A., and History
Religion major. Her responsibilities
include recording and retaining
permanent records of all General
Assembly and Cabinet meetings.
As secretary. Heather chairs the
membership committee, which is

accomplish. Dean said, "It would
make a dent. We'd have the money
to do all the other programs that
were requested."
According to Dean, the student
activities fee has been increased
annually by nominal amounts over
the past few years. However, it
hadn't been raised for a. number of
years previous to that The idea of
raising the fee by a substantial
amount, however, has been "tossed
around for the past couple of

years."

Dn

erning-the

responsible for maintaining the

Assembly membership.
has, mixed, empj&ns conc- General
' handles- - responsL--.
M
MeClurg
ark
rise. "I can see where bOity of the S.G.A.
budget and
'

the money could be used, but' I tan
also see that there is a lot of financial books as well as writing
checks and verifying receipts for
programming on campus already.
various organisations:'- - Mark, a
"We're always
Cineianati.
People have a lot of ideas and a lot sophomore from
of programs that we just don't have spends his: time.checking figures. As
the money for. Hopefully, that's treasurer, he is also a standing
member of the Financial Affairs
where it would go.
Committee and does the transactions for those organizations receivThe S.G.A. office is in Lowry ing money from the General Fund.
This brings me to our standing
basement between CPPS and the
WRC along the hall towards committees.
The Financial Affairs Committee
Mom's. Office hours are 2 a.m.
(F.A.C.)
is always visible the be2
p.m.
Meetings
are
held
and
ginning
each term because, it
of
Monday evenings at 7 p.m. in the
allocates the General Fund:1
faculty lounge.
over-requeste-

d.

,

10-1-

1--

ducts a brief hearing for each responsibilities. I preside over Gengroup .applying for funds and eral Assembly and Cabinet meetmakes recommendations to the ings, appoint student members of

General Assembly on where and
how the money should be dls- -

Coordinating the F.A.C. is N.
Sarah Mortensen, another senior
history major from Middlesex, Pa.
Sarah has served on the FJLC. as
a General Assembly member, and
is looking towards law school next
year.
A new committee created last
spring Is the Public Relations Committee. It is chaired by Mike
Phelps, a senior speech communications major, second year R.A.,
presently sixth section's. The committee was credited to simplify and
Improve S.G.A. relations with students. Mike's current duties Include
a weekly article In the Voice on
what S.G.A. has done and plans to
do, correspondence with other colleges, helping with publicity and
other cabinet needs.
Scott Ferguson Is chairman of
the Social Concerns Committee.
Scott is a senior history major from
N. Huntington, Pa., and a second
year R.A. The Social Concerns
Committee, (S.C.C.), acts on complaints brought to its attention by
students, helps with housing In the
spring and has done letter writing
campaigns on national issues. The
S.C.C. will be working with S.G.A.
to raise the student activities fee
this falL Scott Is also a member of
campus council.
The last standing committee is
the Student Services and Special
Projects, ConMnJttee. , It is chaired
toy ; Dan- - Greeac .a-- , sophomore . irom j
Euclid, Ohio? The committee iE
responsible for all campus elections, summer storage, bus shuttles
to the airport at the beginning and
end, of each semester, the. book
board, and other special rejects as
they occur.
Rounding out the cabinet is Bin
Andrew, Student Activities Board
Chair, (S.A.B.), and the three Campus Council members-aMargSue
Clydesdale, (chairman), John J.
Murphy, and Dave Rimmler.
I, Jenny Dean, as president, try
to coordinate the people and their
-

e,

the Judicial Board, Potpourri and
the New People Directory editors,
student observers to four trustee
committees and serve on Campus
Council. I maintain contact with
the administration through our ad-

viser Mary O'Malley. Assistant
Dean of Students and periodic

meetings with Dean Plusquellec.
Students do have a voice and
influence on campus, and, as the
formalassembly, S.G.A. is a vital
link between students and the administration and the faculty.
Along with the twelve cabinet
members there are 37 representatives. They are elected yearly from
dorms, small house distircts, and
from off campus so that each
student has a representative.

SGA BRIEFS
The Student Government Association would like to welcome all
new and returning students .to the
College of Wooster for the 1933-8- 4
school year. During the year,, this
column will hope to keep you Informed and updated on SGA activities and concerns by your repre-

sentatives

in

the

General

Assembly. General Assembly meetings are held each Monday at 7
p.m. and are open to all members
of the student body. We would
encourage all those interested to
come and voice your opinions and
concerns, or just to sit back and
iisteft to what's happening on cam.
pus,
The Financial Affairs Committee
Is a function, of the SGA, and is
responsible for allocating funds to
campus .organizations for special
programming. These include residence hall programming boards,
program houses, and small interest
groups. The General Fund has
to allocate for Fall Semester.
Applications for these funds are
now available outside the SGA office which is located on the lower
level of Lowry, between The Women's Resource Center and CPPS.
,
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Soccer Club
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New Season

Spikers Look Strong For
New Coach

BY AMY H. WEISBERGER
The women's soccer club, which
hopes to obtain varsity status soon,

is again coming out with a strong
team this season. Of the 49 women
who signed up, eight are returning
starters so the team is hoping to
better its record of 2 last season.
This year the tougher teams that
are on the schedule are Miami
University, Denison University,
and Ohio State University. Miami
and Ohio State have a size advantage and Denison has varsity status. These teams, therefore, already have the upper hand.
The first game is away at Miami
University on Sept. 18 at 1. From
there the regular season extends
through. Oct. 29. If the club ranks in
the top four of the Ohio Women's
Intercollegiate Soccer League it
will play in a tournament at Ohio
State.
The team is funded by The Womcorps of upperclassmen. A lot rides en's Athletic Association and is
BY JOHN STAPLETON
The College of Wooster cross on the running of Senior Bill Jack- coached by three volunteers: Pete
country teams open their 1983 sea- son who should pace Wooster's Wise, Dave Young, and J.J. Johnson tomorrow. The men travel to runners if he can avoid the injuries son who all played soccer in high
Ohio Northern as the women match that have nagged him in the past.
schooL
The Scots will also rely on strong
strides with the Big Red of Deni-

BY CAROLYN MATTHEWS

"Whale On 'Em Scotties!" To
most people that statement means
nothing, but to the Womens' Volleyball Team it means a lot. It is a
cheer, an incentive, and a way of
life for this tough team.
This year the team is under the
guidance and mentors hip of Debby
Stockham, a new addition to Wooster's Physical Education staff. For
the past five years she had been
coaching at a high school in Highland, Indiana. She also coached
softball at Purdue University in
1975-7She now has the task of
guiding the young volleyball team
to a better season than last year's
).
Although she and the team
are not quite used to each other
yet, the team consists of very few
new members, so they all know
how to perform well together. Adjusting to Coach Stockham's
changes and ideas should be no

5--

6.

(27-13-

Veteran Strength Boosts Barriers

problem. "
--

Young Is the word for this team
which consists of no seniors, two

juniors, seven sophomores (one
transfer), and one freshman. The
members are: juniors Karen Light
(5'11"), and Melius Whitbey
(59"), sophomores Tammy Allen
(58"), Barb Davis (59"). Nora
Land (5'J"), Jackie Murphy (54").
Cindy Panos (5'5"). Lis Resek
(58"). and Bernice Walker (50).
and freshman Karen Johnson
(57").
The team's first home match is
not until Sept 24, but until then one
can be sure that the Scotties will
"Whale On" their opponents at the
away matches. If one still is not
sure what "Whale On 'Em
means then that is an the
Scot-ties- !"

more reason for one to go see the
team in action. After that there will
be no doubts.

seasons from junior Al "The

son.

The coaches, however, have very Blade" Jacob ten, David Boop and
different challenges in front of Ken Godlewski for support and
them. Men's coach Jim Bean will experience.
Leading the charge for the womtry to rebound from last year's
e
national qualifier
disastrous season which saw his en is
of
nearly
DeGuimen,
a senior who
all
Theresa
in
finish
last
harriers
their ' outings. ' In "Contrasts Craig finished T8tb toOasf yearr division
Penney can expect last year's top m nationals.
Joining De Guzman will be last
six women runners back to lead a
talented pack of newcomers in year's number two runners. Liz
their quest for the Centennial Ath- Moran, juniors Amy Smith, Mandy
Burr and Bev Roberts, as well as
letic Conference championship.
The men's success will depend on sophomore Amy Cflimburg.
key performances by the Scot's
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..By,ICATHY.lfARSHAl&

CM End Ksv Tc!snt

Jteriookteg outr'jDeblanco's
powerful drive on goaL On the
defense end Judy will be anchoring
in the goaL This win be Judy's first
year starting for the Scotties, and
Coach Terri Prodehl Is very confident in her ability to do a good job
In this position. . Says. Prodoebl:

,

This year's women's field hockey
team is an almost even mixture of
old and new talent Returning students include Julie Shubert Carol
Martin, Patti Rudman. Deb Bianco,
Judy Skwiertx, Jackie Addis. Kathy
Jims, Marty Karoly, and Sue Wagner. There are also nine new players coming to the team. Sim one
Jowett a senior, has joined the
team after paying soccer for the
past three years. Joining Simone on
the new player list are eight

-

fresh-wome- n:

lVP, c

--

"She's looking good already, and
Lisa Blackadar, Ellen Pm
confident that she will play
AgWright Mary Charles Avinger.
weU this season." Another strength
gie Belt Kate Kohler. Liddy Wi- in
the Scottie defense wfll be jun-

lliams. Jennifer Kline and Gretchen
iors Sue Wagner, who wOl be playDow.
sweep, and Marty Karoly. FinCarol. Patti. and Julie are the ing
the defense line wfll be
returning students who will be look- ishing up
Kathy
who wfll be
senior
ing strong on the forward line, and adding depth Jims
and years of experithe Scotties opponents should also

ence.
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- Coach J Prodoehl is looking forward to a good season this year.
She says: "The team we have out
is hard working, cohesive, and has
a good attitude towards playing.
They have made tremendous improvement so far and wfll continue
to improve." She believes this team
has much potential, but it is dam- -'
pered by only enough players for
one team. This Is disappointing
because It means It win be di2cult
to have good fun field scrimmages
during practice as wen as a decrease In playing time for tome
people. Having the chance to play
Is very Important for gaining both
experience and enjoyment from the
game.
The official field hockey season
does not start until September 14,
when the Scotties take on Oberiin
en home terf. but they are scrimmaging this Friday out on Cindy
Barr Field at 4:00. The team (hold
be worth while watching since
there Is a lot of new talent which
wfll improve as the season goes on.
Come on out and watch.

-.
.

ttendsy thru Thurcdsy 11 cm to 11 pCm
Friday end Saturday 11 cm to 1 cm
cz

Tad WOttaBM graeloily orgaaissd the
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Photograpk by Praas Jaatacm.
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Woo Football Strives For Improvement
By PETE flOlTI
sophomores, Kevin Harris, a 62 275
The Fighting Scott' 1982 football pounder from Smlthfleld, and Pete
season was one of great misfortune M oiler, 6'5 225 pounds from Easton
one win and eight losses. They Ct, so this added competition will
were in contention In most of their bring out the best in Pellegrino and
games, but ended op on the short Evans.
end of the final score due mostly to
The backfield is pretty solid with
lapses
missed tackles, fumbles, three-yeletterman Dave Jones, a
interceptions ... Because of the 510 173 pounder from Cleveland,
ar

Scott' frustrating 1M2 season cam
paign. The Cleveland PUin Dealer.
the OAC coaches and other sports
media have predicted the Scott to
finish last in the Red division of the
OAC.

Wooster's Coach Kapp, who

en-

ters his third season as the Scots'

mentor, commented on the prediction: "We have an unknown quantity of players. We have some good
players returning, and we should
be challengers in every game."
The Scott hope to prove to the
sports media that the prediction
was inaccurate. "We have good
overall team speed and work habits. We have a determined bunch of
Seniors, pushing each other and the
freshmen. They're working hard
and they want to win.
"If we can stay healthy, we
should win a lot of games this
season. If our players get injured,
it might be a long season because
we lack depth," said Kapp, with
guarded optimism.
A good indicator of Wooster's
lack of depth is their team roster.
This season they have around 50
players, including about 20 freshmen recruits, while the previous
seasons, they have had around 65 to
75 players. This means that if one
player gets hurt, a freshman, one
with no collegiate experience, vwfll
most likely step in. Also, they do
not have a freshman team like they
did in the past because they will be
needed on the varsity.
Last season, Wooster's most
prominent weakness was the offense, featuring at times some good
passing but no strong running
game. It will be greatly improved
this year. They rarely ever consistently held onto the ball for any
great length of time in their
games; therefore, the defense was
on the field too much, and they
were gradually worn down by their
opponents. This year, however, the
offense is their forte, while their
defense is solid but needs to be
tested.
The offensive line remains unaltered except for the vacated spot at
center where Paul Cochran, an
player last year, has graduated. However, Hike Gajdzik, a 61
205 pound Junior from Lorain, who
he
.has some game experience
started the last three games last
season because Cochran was inwill be an adequate rejured
placement for Cochran. "Mike has
worked extremely hard in the offseason. He has put on 15 to 20
pounds, and is a solid player. He is
quick and intelligent." said Kapp.
The two guards. Jim Webb and
Dave If eQuate, both seniors standing 510 195 pounds and 510 196
pounds, respectvely, return for another season. "Jim and Dave don't
have great size but have quickness,
and execute well," said Kapp.
Fred Evans, a 6'1 230 pound
sophomore from Pedro, and Mike
Pelligrinio a 62 230 pound senior
from North Olm stead,
have knotehed the two tackle positions. "Evans, a two year starter,
is 20 pounds heavier with improved
strength, while Pelligrinio is down
20 pounds, making him quicker,"
said Kapp. Pellegrino and Evans
are both being pushed by two
all-OA-

tri-capt- ain

C

returning at halfback. Jones, anothdeveloped into a
good rusher last season, gaining
close to 800 yards last season to
lead the Wooster ballcarriers.
"Dave is very strong and should
take over (a major offensive
threat)," said Kapp. Jones' partner
in the backfield will be Rick Stern,
a 510 193 pound sophomore fullback from Taylor, Mich. "Rick had
a good offseason; he improved his
strength, and is a better runner
than last year." said Kapp.
However, a major concern for
Kapp is at quarterback. Phil
Lucchese, a 60 180 pounder from
Parma, will take over the reins,
replacing the graduated quarterbackpunter Ron Wright" Phil is
our key man if our offense is to run
well," said Kapp. Challenging
Lucchese as the signal caller is Jay
Overbye, a 62 185 sophomore from
Sheffield. Mass.
Lucchese's receiving corps will
consist of three letterman, Tim

er

tri-captai-

n,

Scott, a

60

175

pound sophomore

from Springfield. Steve Ramos, a
6'0 180 pound sophomore from
South Orange, N.J. "Both have
good expereince, good speed, and
jumping ability. Since they are
over their first season jitters, they
should be good'1, said Kapp. .
uaryBunmeyftr. a six Toot, Z08
pound senior from Cooper City,
Florida, will return as tight end
last year with a
after sitting-ou- t
knee injury. "Gary has excellent
hands and size," said Kapp.
Recapitulating the Wooster offense, Kapp said "because we have
players who have played the game,
we have good experience, and
should be better."
On defense, the Scots are solid,
although there is a position factor
they are really thin. However,
this thinness could be advantageous
because the number two backups
are getting as much work in practice. Furthermore, the defense is
further along than if they had
eighty players because they have
more repetions with the same players.
The defensive tackles, John
Srock, a six foot one inch, 230
pound senior from Doylestown, and
Jim Arnold, a five foot eleven inch,
254 pound sophomore from Elyria,
make the Scot's defensive strong
up the middle. Srock possesses
strength and the leadership that is
vital for the defense. Arnold was a
part-tim- e
starter last season. A
pleasant surprise for the Scots at
tackle has been the emergence of
Howie Ryder, a six foot, 200 pound
sophomore from Akron. "Howie
had a good
he put on
weight and is challenging our starters," said Kapp.
The inside and outside lineback-in- g

aggressive, and very, very intense:
his experience will help a lot,"
according to Kapp.
The other outside linebacker positions will most likely be filled by
Mike Sarago, a five foot, eleven
inch. 180 pound sophomore from
Austintown.
The two defensive end positions

win be occupied by John Queener,
a 5'11 190 pound - Senior from
Youngstown, and Dave Dalrymple,
a 6'1 190 pound sophomore from
Easton, Pa. "John had his best
preseason camp since I arrived
here three years ago, and he will
provide needed experience. Dave
doesn't have much experience, but
he got bigger in the offseason, and
has won a Job
he's a battler,"
said Kapp.
The secondary has good speed
and is anchored by senior Greg
Potter, a 510 175 pounder from
reDayton. Potter, a
turns for his fourth year. "Greg is
a field general; he knows the defense well and is a psychological
leader," said Kapp. Mike Berg, a
5'10 177 pound senior from Shaker
Heights, returns for his third year
at cornerback. "Mike is a solid
football player. You never beat him
deep," said Kapp. Darren Barr, a
6'0 187 pound sophomore from Parma, will bolster the other corner
position. "He has the best size of
he is built
all the cornerbacks
like a linebacker. Darren started
the last couple of games last year,
and has good speed and is a great
hitter," said Kapp.
The Wooster punting game win
be adequate, even with the loss of

a. quarterback for the Scots, sets for a pass during last Saturday's
erimiaaga. Photograph by Marc Millar.
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iast year. Two sophomores, Tim
Scott, and Dan Grosel. a 63 210
pounder from Euclid, are competing with each other for' this position. "Both are pretty consistent,
punting it high, about 35 yards,
enabling us to cover well," said
Kapp.
The kicking game, Wooster's

c

achilles heal the past seasons.

should be considerably better this
season. Gi-La tiff, a 6' 170 pound
junior from South Africa, consistently kicks extra points through
the goal posts. Latiff will be challenged by a transfer from Bowling.
Green, Gary Mosher, a 59 1 Impound sophomore, who kicks with
his barefoot. "Gary bangs it weUj
BY PETE BOTTI
he has about a 40 yard range," said
Last Saturday. Sept 3. a hot and
Kapp. The Scots are now a threat
to score if they are within their humid day, the Fighting Scots hosted
opponents 30 yard line.
Case Western Reserve in a scrimOverall, the Scott are much im- mage played under came conditions
four downs, penalties, etc. Alproved since last year. "Last year
things went wrong. This year we though the result was a 0 tie, it
had a great camp; we have a super did the Wooster contingent a great
attitude and good communication amount of good.
Phil Lucchese, a question mark at
between players and the coaching
quarterback because of his inexperi
staff," said Kapp.
Wooster confronts some difficult ence, took command of the Scots'
offense. "Phil executed the option
opponents, such as Baldwin-Wallacthe OAC champions. Capital well; he passed the ball well, and was
Mount Union, not to mention peren-ial- ly a running threat" said a satisfied
tough Adrian College, with the Coach Kapp. Luchese's aerials were
outcomes determining if they will mostly projected to Steve Ramos and
be contenders in the OAC. The Tim Scott, who took some hard shots
Scott kick off the season at home at from the Spartan defenders. The
1:30 tomorrow against Albion Col- ground attack of Dave Jones and
positions are
lege from Michigan. "Albion is a Rick Stern was also solid.
Despite some mistakes like holding
Steve Coss, a six foot, 195 pound team similar to us, with many good
sophomore from Massillon, and players who were lost through and illegal procedure, the offensive
Keith Byers, a five foot, eleven graduation but also some good ones line did not do too badly. Coach Kapp
inch, 206 pound sophomore from returning. It should be a good singled out one performance of a
Wooster lineman, Mike Pellegrino:
Reynoldsburg, combine to form a opener," said Kapp.
"Mike did well: he really had a good
good, solid area. One of the outside
scrimmage."
linebackers, Tom Nelson, a five
Regarding the Wooster defense.
foot, ten 'inch, 196 pound senior
Kapp responded, "We started slowly;
from Westlake, is an intergral part
but we made excellent pops, though.
of the linebacking corps. He was an
We got good pursuit and also got the
Honorable Mention All Conference
experience we needed."
player last year. "Tom is very
Gi

Scots Scrimmage:

10-1-

e,

Case put the first points on the
scoreboard, and added the extra point
to gain a, 0 lead on the first series.
According to Kapp, "Case marched
down the field well with some mixed
offense; our secondary was tentative
we missed some tackles."
Later on in the scrimmage, the
Scott got on the board with a 32 yard
field goal by. Gary Mosher, cutting
the deficit to
Then a few series
later, Wooster mounted a drive for a
touchdown behind the controls of
Luchese, with Luchese plunging into
the endzone from a few yards out
giving the Scott a 10--7 lead with the
extra point by Mosher.
Toward the end of the scrimmage,
Case added a field goal to notch the
score at
and the score remained
final.
7--

7--3.

10-1- 0,

off-seaso-n;

well-fortifie-

d.

HELP WANTED
Student Needed For

Three Hours of House
Cleaning Per Week.
Contact BobbI Campbell

at

262-831-

8.

At

1933

(near the Wooster Inn), Pay Is 12 Dollars Per Week.
GbshI
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of soccer. Photograph by Boo Northrop.
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By T02I WARD
ers will be pushing the Scot
The College of Wooster Fighting
Good competition for 4 or 5
Scot aoeeer team is looking to spots should keep player intensity

title. Derecord, the
soccer Sects finished the 1M2 season strong. Wooster won four of its
last five games on the road to the
r"-"-t
OAC championship. 'A
OAC

high.

-

nw

w

aggressive play by the defense will
be another factor towards Scots
success.
In US3 the Scots win challenge a
host of competitive conference and
letter-me- n.

-

The teams ace in the hole is its
positive attitude. The Scots demeanor is best summed up by
Coach Nye. "The team - has many
goodriseoplerlso, are willing? to
oyer Ohio-Welan capped u. work, hard to achieve." The Scots
Scots phenomenal late season demonstrated this attitude throughsurge. Hopefully, player confidence out last year. Many of the players
gained from winning the big one competed in indoor soccer and then
will carry into the 1983 season.
practiced in the Spring. They
While the Scots lost three fine proved that indeed their commitplayers in George Mauser. John ment to soccer is a. strong one.
iTawHng and Hike Buckley to grad- Because of this Nye feels many of
6-12-
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Get twice the slices, not the prices!

I

Experience, Attitude
Soccer Success Keys
repeat last year's
spite an orerall

nrTTTr filnl

-1

teams. Wooster's

away games with Kenyon, Oberlin
and Ohio Wesleyan will prove to be
their toughest tests. This weekend's
Wooster Invitational is not a birthday party either. Denison. Lynchburg and St Lawrence all finished
the 1982 soccer season as top twenty Division HI schools.

One low price."

c

Buy any size
WOOSTER
331 W. Liberty
262 0011 1

at one low price
with this coupon.
par-pt-

basis.
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uation, experience win still be in
the trump rait. Eleven lettermen
will return to the Scots lineup. The
returning seniors . are Jeff
Berfr-cho-

Agapitos

Papagapitos

n,

captain Steve Goodwin. The returnPete
ing Juniors number seven
Bogle, Hike Jones. John Clemens,
Dave Jordanger, Doug M cCullough,
Kevin Hurray and goalie John
Wilkinson. Rounding out the letter-me- n
is sophomore Doug Hart.
Many Improved Junior varsity play

the players have Improved their
awareness on the field. The Scot
strikers have improved their feel
for where they and their teammates are on the field. Secondly,
they are making their movements
with or without the ball with improved confidence.'
Nye's primary goal for the 183
season- - is to "develop' a balanced
scoring attack." Nye also states,
"we have to create more quality
scoring opportunities." Consistent.
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qualify for executive responsibility.
Qualified applicants will receive a
commission in the Army and earn over
$16,(XX) annuaUy after successful completion of a J4 week training course.

Generous benefit program. Aptitude
test required. For details call .
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